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With our product search you will find exactly the products for your special applications







Sinox Polymers offers a wide variety of plastic recyclates







Sinox Polymers procures and supplies recyclates worldwide







Sinox works with an international team
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Recyclates from Sinox Polymers

Sinox Polymers is your sourcing engine for recycled PCR and PIR plastic recyclates (regranulates, regrinds and agglomerates). We offer a wide range of conventional and certified recycled plastics, which we source for you internationally from within Europe and from all over the world. 






























Our vision is a world without resource consumption with a global closed circular economy











Nature works in cycles, it knows no "waste". With Sinox Polymers we want to do our part to establish a functioning circular economy in the plastics industry based on the cradle-to-cradle principle. An industry in which plastics are reused and recycled as often as possible in an environmentally friendly manner.
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Containers shipped by Sinox Polymers
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Tons shipped by Sinox Polymers
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Our expertise for your solutions

We offer a wide range of post-consumer recycled (PCR) plastic recyclates - commodity plastics such as LLDPE, LDPE, HDPE, PP, HIPS and EPS/GPPS, as well as engineering plastics such as ABS, PET and PC.

Data sheets and samples for our qualities are available on request.







	





























Sinox Polymers is certified because sustainability and trust are very important to us





















Sinox is OBP certified by Zero Plastic Oceans and Control Union.
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LEARN MORE











Sinox is GRS certified by Textile Exchange and Intertek.
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LEARN MORE











Our suppliers are Efsa and FDA certified for food contact.
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LEARN MORE (Efsa)
LEARN MORE (FDA)
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Benefit from our comprehensive services with Sinox Polymers









The recyclate business is global, and qualities are not always immediately available where they are needed. That is why we are also global.

With Sinox Polymers by your side, you can have regranulate delivered to your plants worldwide. We procure the right qualities for you globally in the local markets.

We also offer additional import services in Europe and China.











	Worldwide sourcing and delivery
	Direct DDP delivery in China
	Direct DDP delivery in Europe
	Import as a service China
	Import as a service Europe
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Many industries rely on Sinox Polymers recyclates











Whether for extrusion, film blowing, blow molding, injection molding or more special applications: we have the right recyclates for you. Our customers come from various industries, such as the construction industry, cosmetics industry, agricultural industry, packaging industry and many more.
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 Shanghai
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With 3 locations, Sinox Polymers is flexible and fast






























Sinox Polymers is an international team - get in touch
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Marvin Pfeiffer



Founder and CEO



 German, English, Chinese












 +49 178 817 51 68



 inquiries@sinox-polymers.com



 WeChat +86 131 27 530 302



 LinkedIn
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Zoe Su



Managing Director - Sinox Shanghai



 English, Chinese












 +86 131 6633 6360
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Giulia Serra



Business Development & Operations



 German, English












 +49 177 840 0343
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Christina Kirinkov



Accounting



 German, English












 +49 157 8066 4336








































Sinox Polymers is globally networked with strong partners
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Use our product search to find all products for your specific application. Looking for something different? Try our search.
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Sinox Polymers GmbH

Grünenweg 5-7
28195 Bremen
Germany

Phone DE  +49 178 817 51 68
Phone CN +86 131 27 530 302

inquiries@sinox-polymers.com











Shanghai Sinox Trading Co. Ltd.

555 Wuding Road
Shanghai 200040

People's Republic of China











Sinox (Hongkong) Co. Ltd.

Wing on Plaza, 62 Mody Road
Tsim Sha Tsui East
Kowloon, Hong Kong

People's Republic of China











Social Media




Connect with us on social media















Imprint Privacy
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